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Nominee:  Mr. Mark Woods, P.E. 
       State Pavement Engineer 
       Tennessee Department of Transportation 
 
Background 
 
Mr. Mark Woods received Bachelor’s and Master’s Degrees in Civil Engineering from Mississippi State 
University.  He is a licensed Civil Engineer in Tennessee.  He is a past member of the AASHTO 
Committee on Materials and currently serves on several Transportation Research Board (TRB) 
Committees.  He joined the Tennessee Department of Transportation (TDOT) in 2005.  At TDOT, he 
quickly moved up in the organization to the State Bituminous Engineer and oversaw the Materials and 
Tests Division’s Pavement Evaluation Section.  He supervised the hot mix asphalt, bituminous and 
emulsion laboratories.  He managed the State Asphalt Technician Training Program.  Since January of 
2016, he has served as TDOT’s State Pavement Engineer.  In this position, he manages the State 
Resurfacing Program with a $227 million annual budget.  He is responsible for maintaining network 
pavement condition data.  He works with field staff to determine the annual resurfacing projects list.  He 
works closely with industry professionals to leverage their knowledge in developing best practices. He 
provides technical guidance on pavement treatments to optimize cost and life-cycle.  He oversees 
TDOT’s Pavement Management System and provides pavement condition forecasting based on variable 
funding levels.  He maintains TDOT’s Pavement Management Program Standard Operating Guidelines. 
 
Commitment to Excellence 
 
As TDOT’s State Pavement Engineer since 2016, Mr. Woods has worked tirelessly and efficiently at 
improving TDOT’s Pavement Preservation and Resurfacing Program and pavement condition forecasting 
capability.  He worked with key TDOT staff in multiple functional areas to streamline our resurfacing 
project development process and update our resurfacing PS&E form.  This resulted in better 
coordination, improved plans, improved monitoring of available funding and expedited development of 
resurfacing projects. He worked with regional staff to upgrade from a one year to a multi-year resurfacing 
plan list. This allowed for better planning and coordination with local governments and potentially 
conflicting construction on safety related projects. He has also championed accessibility on department 
pavement assets by working with staff to improve coordination of improvements to pedestrian facilities in 
conjunction with highway improvement projects, furthering our goal to be a true multi-modal agency. Mr. 
Woods is active in research activities through AASHTO, TRB, SHRP2, NCAT, & SEAPUG, representing 
Tennessee and the United States at both national and international conferences in industry and 
academic settings. Mark is a mentor to up and coming staff in the department, his leadership encourages 
team members to see the benefits of data driven, research based approaches to problem solving 
coupled with real life experience implementing pavement technologies. 



 
Innovativeness in Updating TDOT’s Pavement Condition Forecasting Capability 
 
One important function of our Pavement Management System is the forecasting of pavement conditions 
based on various funding levels and pavement treatments.  The system that Mr. Woods first became 
involved with did not always produce forecasting results that were deemed to be reliable and 
representative.  Prior analyses of resurfacing funding needs were significantly higher than expected and 
produced work plans which were not realistic.  
 
As a result of this issue, Mr. Woods took the initiative to improve this process.   He led his staff in 
completing an overhaul of how the pavement condition database and pavement management software 
conduct analyses for assessment of funding needs and identification of candidate projects. The major 
activities in this overhaul included rebuilding pavement deterioration models, building new decision trees, 
and identifying a metric for quantifying benefits of proposed projects. 
 
To rebuild decision trees, corrections needed to be made to the construction project history database 
such that resurfacing project history was correct for construction dates and resurfacing work types. This 
was completed by coordinating with the Programming Office, Construction Division and IT Division by 
using TDOT’s project programming database to extract basic contract information. This list of projects 
was accurate as far back as 2008 and included project numbers and costs.  Accurate construction dates 
were extracted from the AASHTO SiteManager software database.  Mr. Woods spent a few months 
reviewing plans and quantities to ensure work types (micro-surfacing, milling with surface-mix, etc.) were 
accurate. A report was developed to ensure resurfacing project information is accurately maintained 
going forward. Once construction project history was up to date, the pavement management software, 
HPMA, was utilized to perform a regression analysis on pavement performance and build pavement 
deterioration models which were accurate. Models were built for over twenty work types, three traffic 
categories, three pavement structural categories, and for each of approximately 10 individual distresses; 
thus over 1000 models.  
 
Prior decision trees included a very minimal amount of possible work types, often less than three, and 
included trigger values much higher and more conservative than what field staff was actually using to 
identify project needs. New decision trees were built based on historical project selection and based on 
values published in TDOT’s Pavement Management Program Standard Operating Guidelines. Mr. 
Woods is currently working with the HPMA software vendor to build an extraction of pavement 
performance and individual distress pre-treatment conditions such that an analysis can hopefully be 
conducted to identify optimal distress conditions to maximize performance of each pavement treatment. 
 
To properly conduct a maintenance and rehabilitation (M&R) analysis for funding needs assessment or 
identification of candidate projects, a benefit value must be selected such that a cost-benefit can be 
calculated and projects can be prioritized. Mr. Woods worked with the HPMA software vendor to assess 
potential options and discussed options with regional staff. Eventually, a benefit value was selected that 
considered projected improvements and longevity and considered traffic volumes to prioritize higher 
traffic segments. 
 
Future efforts to continue this work will include optimizing decision trees such that projected performance 
is maximized with pre-treatment conditions using available funds. Alternative values for quantifying 
benefit may also be considered as more options present themselves. Also, forecasting of pavement 
conditions is expected to significantly improve once network level pavement thickness and/or structural 
capacity data is obtained. 
 
The result of Mr. Woods efforts have resulted in a dramatic improvement to TDOT’s pavement condition 
forecasting capability.  In addition, estimated resurfacing funding needs are more realistic allowing the 
Department to optimize funding levels for pavements, bridges and other roadway assets.   
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